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University of Toronto Campus Tour
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The University of Toronto is one of the top public
universities in Toronto, Canada. It is ranked #=34 in QS
World University Rankings 2023.

On March 9, SGA Grade 12 students went on a tour of the
University of Toronto St. George Campus. Under the
guidance of two student guides, we visited the school's
iconic locations, such as Roberts Library, Hart House,
Medical Sciences Building and etc., During this trip, our
students gain a more comprehensive understanding of
this famous university.

Toronto City Hall Tour & Skating

The Toronto City Hall, or New City Hall, is the seat of the
municipal government of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, and is
one of the city's most distinctive landmarks. 

Our students visited this landmark of Toronto and
experienced pleasure skating on Nathan Phillips Square,
which has one of the most famous outdoor ice rinks.  This
rink has been a quintessential Toronto experience for
generations. Students enjoyed the joy of skating and made
magical memories on the ice.

LJingsung Hong from Korea 
1.Could you briefly introduce yourself and when did you study in St.George
Academy?  And how do you think your studies at SGA help you in applying to
universities? 
Hello, my name is Jinsung Hong, and I took classes at SGA from last year to April this
year. SGA has great counselors and teachers who fully lead students well. Teachers
provide excellent guidance to students, and counselors carefully check students'
questions and needs. I think this is the part that helps you get good grades, which is
one of the most important parts when applying to universities. In addition, SGA offers
classes in many subjects. These advantages help students think about what kind of
study they want to study more when they become university students. I have no doubt
that this will help future SGA students set goals for university admissions.

2.Could you give some studying advice for other students who want to get
good grades in SGA?
Teacher Alvin, he has time for exams or presentations on Friday, the last day of the
week, after a weeklong class, and in the case of teacher Ella, although there are tests,
there are class activities that are given out every day.
As above, teachers have different teaching methods, and in order to get good grades at
SGA, I think that the shortcut to getting good grades is to focus on a class every day
and do your best to study steadily.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Municipal_government_of_Toronto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toronto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontario


3.Which teacher or subject during your study in SGA do you like best? 
Since they are friendly, organized, and caring about their students, I like all the teachers at SGA. Among the subjects I took at SGA, there are a few
subjects that I liked. Among them, I liked two subjects, teacher Alvin's English class and teacher Ella's Biology class.
In Albin's English class, I was able to study English through a variety of activities, such as reading novels, poems, movie reviews, and writing short
novels. Also, during teacher Ella's biology class, I was able to focus on the class in a fun way while getting more and more diverse information
through other lecture videos.
Among the subjects I took at SGA, there was no subject I did not like, and classes in all subjects were enough to make me interested. For the
above reasons, I think all students who will study at SGA in the future will be able to study with fun.

4.If you are willing, can you briefly recommend SGA to other Korean students, just a few simple words?
I can recommend SGA to Korean students by simply describing SGA with positive words like an organized and comfortable school, a trustworthy
place, and a warm friend.
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